The Prophet takes Manhattan • Women's groups oppose President Reid's role in Miss America Pageant

Say "Cheese!"

$1,000 Carpe Diem scholarship initiated • Glass Menagerie opens • Getting to know the Drop-in Center
From the editor's desk...

Calle-in-Chief

45-0-1! YES! YES! YES!!! I Love you all equally! Ladies and Gentlemen, it is official, the hysteria is in full bloom! I am, of course, refering to the SGA legislature's vote approving The Montclarion's appropriation for a brandy new laser printer. YEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!

Now that I've taken my body out of Michele's mouth, (nevermind, you had to be there-I'm sorry Mich) I would really like to thank all of this year's SGA for the level of professionality they showed and a HI-DI-HI-HO to all the new legislators who are truly one of the greatest assets this campus has. Welcome aboard and see you all at the leadership conference. (After last year, I didn't think I'd ever say that and mean it but I do.)

Once again there is trouble brewing around the world. That crazy Yeltsin. Doesn't he know there's a pennant race in da Bronx? Nevertheless, tanks are cruisin' 'round Red Square like a bunch of guidos on Bloomfield Avenue on a Friday Night. (Don't laugh- I was one of them.) Seriously though, pray that they can work out their differences peacefully. That's still the Russian Bear we're talking about. A teddy bear maybe, but a teddy bear with nuclear warheads nevertheless. Maybe Hillary-ious has a solution.

Speaking of draft-dodgers, "Please mommy, make 'im go 'way!"

On the homefront, I would like to apologize for the tardiness of The Montclarion last week. It was totally unintentional and unavoidable. The presses went down at our printer therefore delaying the long anticipated arrival of this publication. All of you whose life was altered by the deficiency of their early morning comics, (You didn't think I thought you picked up the paper to read my column did you?) can rest easy. It was a fluke. Won't happen again.

And in other news...Dialogue between The Montclarion and the powers that be continues and, with any luck, should help to iron out the lack of information we and the rest of the student body recieve. Keep your fingers crossed or as they say in the movies, "see you in court...".

Have a great week, enjoy the rest of The Montclarion and remember, I didn't vote for him!

George Calle
Editor-in-Chief

P.S. Beware the keeper of the cheese!

Corrections

It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct any errors. If you find any errors, call us at 655-5169
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The Montclarion is published weekly, except during examination, summer and winter sessions. It is funded, in part, by student fees distribution through the Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair-State. The views expressed in the commentary section, with the exception of the main editorial, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Montclarion.
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News/Thursday, September 23, 1993
Women's groups speak out against President Reid for role in Miss America Pageant

by Glenn Steinberg

Irvin Reid, President of MSC, was a preliminary judge at the Miss America Pageant which took place this past weekend, and is now receiving criticism for his decision to be a judge.

According to Dr. Joan Ficke, Director of the Women's Center, Reid's decision failed to show respect towards women. She added that she thought it was poor judgment for the president of a school to be part of the judging.

"I am very uncomfortable with his participating in the pageant," Ficke said.

Dr. Linda Levine, Acting Director of Women Studies, agrees with Ficke, saying that Reid's decision was not judicious. The Women's Study Advisory Board of The Women's Center has sent Reid a letter [see pg. 16] stating their concern over his participation.

The letter states that, "Any contest that requires women to parade before a group of judges in bathing suit and evening attire reinforces and perpetuates the objectification of women in our society."

It goes on to say that, "we question the wisdom of your assuming such a duty in a forum which asks women to conform to stereotypical concepts of female beauty."

Reid, who was chosen to be one of the preliminary judges by the executive director of the pageant of whom he knows, said that he agreed to his position because of the changes the pageant has made over the years.

He believes that the emphasis on the swimsuit has been overemphasized in the past but feels that it has changed, stating that he has not watched the pageant in about 10 years.

Reid said that he does disagree with the swimsuit competition and it should put more emphasis on their talent and their ability to communicate to the people of America.

Reid did say that 40% of the pageant is based on talent and 30% is based on an interview which is conducted with the participants and that he is only 70% satisfied with the way in which the pageant is judged.

Other judges along with Reid include the art critic of New York Newsday, Janice Berman, the 1978 winner of the Miss America Pageant, Susan Perkins and Jeanine Parks, reporter for Entertainment Weekly.

The winner of this years pageant was Kimberly Clarice Aiken, 18, of South Carolina.

Alumni Association to offer scholarship

by Greg Mac Sweney

A new scholarship is being offered this year by the MSC Alumni Association to MSC undergraduates who have had to overcome difficult circumstances during the pursuit of their education.

The new $1,000 "Carpe Diem" scholarship will recognize students who achieve academic success, service to the community, colleagues, faculty and staff despite hardships that they have suffered, said Hollie Stevens from the Alumni Association.

"We're trying to reach out to the students who need it the most," Stevens said. "This scholarship is for the students who have persisted and worked hard for their education."

Along with the one Carpe Diem scholarship, approximately 25 Undergraduate Scholarship and Student Service Awards will be awarded, Stevens said.

According to Stevens, there were only 11 required courses plus an additional nine credits whereas a student majoring in the subject, they are only required to take seven courses with an additional nine credit.

Bredlau believes that MSC is the first non-engineering program in New Jersey to have their program accredited. He said that some other schools include Stevens, Fairleigh Dickinson University and New Jersey Institute of Technology.

According to Bradlau, those who get a concentration will have an advantage in the market place, though those who receive a degree as a computer science major from MSC have an advantage over other state schools because this program was accredited.

In May of '93, two students graduated with a Bachelors Degree in Computer Science with a concentration in professional computing.

Professional Computing accredited

by Glenn Steinberg

A concentration in professional computing for the Department of Math and Computer Science at MSC was accredited in June of '93.

The department was awarded accreditation of the concentration by the Computer Science Accreditation Commission after they had already been working on it for two years, Carl Bradlau, Associate Chairman of Computer Sciences said.

The Computer Science Accreditation Commission gave MSC their approval after the first time the proposal was brought to them, mainly because they were impressed with the students of the Computer Science Department and the program itself, Bradlau said.

According to Bradlau, the concentration was offered for the academic year of '93 before it was actually accredited.

Bredlau said that for a student to have a concentration in professional computing, one must take 11 required courses plus an additional nine credits whereas a student majoring in the subject, they are only required to take seven courses with an additional nine credit.

Bredlau believes that MSC is the first non-engineering program in New Jersey to have their program accredited. He said that some other schools include Stevens, Fairleigh Dickinson University and New Jersey Institute of Technology.

According to Bradlau, those who get a concentration will have an advantage in the market place, though those who receive a degree as a computer science major from MSC have an advantage over other state schools because this program was accredited.

In May of '93, two students graduated with a Bachelors Degree in Computer Science with a concentration in professional computing.

C- Store supervisor arrested for allegedly stealing from register

by Kevin Colligan

The supervisor of the college convenience store (the C-Store), Margo Reed, was led out of the Student Center in handcuffs last Wednesday after Campus Police arrested her for allegedly stealing from the store's registers and register bank.

An investigation into another C-Store employee is ongoing according to Campus Police, and may result in more arrests.

An employee within the Student Center requesting anonymity who was present during the arrest said Reed shouted, "They're going to get all of you," as she was led away by police. Sgt. Debra Newcombe, an arresting officer, disputed the eyewitness report saying Reed said only "I'll be seeing you."

Reed refused phone calls from the Montclarion.

"I don't know if more arrests will be made," said Richard Ammerman, director of the College Store and Reed's direct supervisor. Ammerman originally called in the Campus Police to assist in an ongoing internal investigation into C-Store thefts. He would not comment on the internal investigation, what prompted it, or his request for police assistance; "I feel a comment at this time would jeopardize the investigation."

The security cameras were installed in the C-Store on Sept. 16, a day after Reed's arrest. Two cameras are plainly visible over the registers. An anonymous source has indicated that a third, concealed camera, was installed in the rear office of the store where the register bank is located.

Ammerman would neither confirm nor deny the existence of the third camera and declined to link the cameras to Reed's alleged theft.

Ammerman would comment on Reed's employment status.

Reed is scheduled to be arraigned on the charge of Theft 2C20-3A in Little Falls Municipal Court on September 29.
NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS WHO WILL BE RETURNING IN THE WINTER SESSION 1994 AND/OR SPRING SEMESTER 1994

Registration for the Winter Session and Spring Semester 1994 will occur simultaneously between October 12-28, 1993.

All students who are enrolled for the Fall 1993 and who are eligible to return for the Winter or Spring 1994 will have a Registration Appointment Card mailed to them during the week of September 27, 1993.

Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits will be assigned an in person registration appointment date and time. Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students will be assigned a range of dates during which they should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.

Cards will not be generated for students who are on the January 1994 Graduation list. Students who are graduating in January and who wish to register for Winter or Spring 1994 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 655-4376, for direction.

Students who do not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements, who have an outstanding financial obligation to the College, or who have an outstanding high school transcript with the Admissions Office will not be sent their cards. These students must report to either the Basic Skills Office, the Business Office, or the Admissions Office to obtain their card.

You must have this card in order to register. No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card. Registration forms submitted to the Office will not be processed without the Registration Appointment Card attached.


PLEASE READ THE WINTER SESSION/SPRING SEMESTER 1994 SCHEDULE OF COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!! It will be available on September 27, 1993. It will contain the list of Winter and Spring 1994 course offerings.

You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book. It is for both Winter and Spring registration. The Registration Appointment Card, together with this form, will serve as your personal packet.

Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.
RUSH
AKY

FOR MORE INFO CALL OUR OFFICE AT 655-4233

TIME TO GET DOWN TO BUSINESS

THURSDAYS
.75¢ DRAFT ALL NIGHT

WRECKING BALL WEDS.

DANCE OR HANG WED. THRU SAT.

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807

ACRES OF HORRORS

GHOSTS, GOBLINS, CREATURES OF THE NIGHT, FRIGHTEN YOU OUT OF YOUR SKIN

LAUGHS, THRILLS & CHILLS FROM 7 P.M. TO 10 P.M.

FREE SPIDER CIDER & DEADLY DONUTS AT THE WITCHES CAULDRON

GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

201-838-0100

HAUNTED HAYRIDES AT SUN TAN LAKE
106 Route 23 North, Riverdale, New Jersey

"This is the original Haunted Hayride. It's a Thriller."
No. 1 New Hot Spot...

Bam Bam's Liquor Stand

535 Ridge Road Lyndhurst • 490-8233

Wednesday Night is Montclair State Night!
Pay One Price, $9.00, and Drink Free Beer
from 9:00p.m. til Midnight!

$1.00 Shot Specials All Night!
(No cover with no beer special)

Progressive Dance, Hip-Hop, Good Time Party Music

Friday is Ladies Night! $2.00 Drinks All Night with No Cover!

Call Bam Bam's to Throw your Greek Parties!!!

The Global Education Center
Office of the President, Montclair State

The Department of Economics and Finance
School of Business Administration, Montclair State

Present:

Theocracy, Human Rights, and Women: The Iranian Experience

An International Conference with Panel Presentations by:

Mohsen Milani
University of South Florida
"The Roots and Characteristics of the Iranian Theocracy."

Janet Bauer
Trinity College
"Fundamental Dilemmas? Modernity, Islam, and Women's Rights."

Eliz Sanasarian
University of Southern California
"Politicalizing Gender. Reflections on Fourteen Years of Theocracy."

Andrew Whitley
Middle East Watch
"Iran's Mixed Human Rights Record."

Keynote Address by:

Hamid Dabashi
Columbia University
Once Again, "Islam": Theocracy, Human Rights, and Women in Iran

Registration in Russ Hall
Economics & Finance Dept., Room 206
Registration Deadline: October 15, 1993

Saturday, October 30, 1992
Ballroom A, Student Center
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Conference and Luncheon Fee:
$15.00, with Valid Montclair State ID
Payment to Montclair State
SGA NEWS: A full boat in the big room

by Gail Corrigan

President James "Appetite" Cotter swore in five new legislators which has boosted the legislators body to sixty new members- maximum capacity.

President Irvin Reid addressed the SGA and welcomed the students to a new academic year. Issues such as the completed construction, MSC becoming University status, as well as the need for more student involvement were discussed.

Guest speaker Dan Leisman from Food Services explained a program in which MSC mugs will be sold for three dollars in the cafeteria and will be able to be refilled for .75 cents anywhere, whether it be coffee or soda. In conjunction with Karen Wilson, President of the Conservation Club, the program’s goal is to cut back the amount of wasted paper on campus.

Ross Peterson, Director of Services, noted that the Parkway tokens will be available soon to the students at a discounted price. Free condoms will be also available to the students in the SGA office soon, and art carved rings, will be on campus from Sept. 22-30.

Sal Anderson, a student member of the Board of Trustees brought up the important issue of changes on campus if MSC becomes a university. The SGA has begun a question survey in which students will be able to voice their opinion on university status. Legislators will be available by the SGA office, and scattered around campus with questionnaires.

Steven Khalaf, Director of programming, stressed the need to buy tickets for the upcoming Cypress Hill/House of Pain concert.

The issue of banners being hung by Fraternities and sororities in the student Center Cafe was addressed by several members of the SGA.

At this time banners are not allowed due to fire hazards on the Ad Hoc committee will be created.

Rob Laratta, a leader in the fight to bring alcohol back to the 92-93 year, stressed the need for people to utilize this privilege. The Ratt will be coming up to a review soon, and if a substantial amount of people are not using it- the decision to close may be made.

The bill for the Montclarion to purchase a new printer in which to output the newspaper passed 45-0-1.

Also the bill for WMSC-FM to replace outdated equipment passed 38-0-0.

Forget the clever headline. It’s $978.

The Macintosh Color Classic. It offers a bright, sharp Sony Trinitron display. It’s compact enough to fit on any desk. And right now, this already affordable model is available at an unheard-of price. You can also get special financing with the Apple Computer Loan— to make owning one even easier. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. For the power more college students choose. The power to be your best.

For further information visit The College Store
Lower Level – Student Center Building or call 655-4310

Apple Macintosh
Color Classic® 800, Built-in 10" Color Monitor and Apple Keyboard II.
Montclair State Police
Awards Dinner Dance
20th Anniversary Celebration
Friday, October 1, 1993 7:00 p.m.
Friar Tuck Inn
$35.00 per person
For Ticket Information: (201) 655-5122
For directions call: (201) 239-4500

The Responsibility is Yours!
Do your studies leave you little time to keep informed on current political issues?
Did you vote blindly in the last election?

Let “The Cleo Watch” keep you
Informed without Partisanship reporting.
Call (201) 656-6718
for Information about your
Free Copy.

Ms. Farro:
First we said ’95, then before ’95. Now it’s ’94,
I don’t know, I guess time flies. Happy 2nd
Anniversary, I love you.

10% OFF
ANY TRADE BOOK
(PRICED WITH TRADE LABEL)
WITH THIS COUPON

THE COLLEGE STORE
STUDENT CENTER
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/93

It's Here!
THE FUN, FAST AND EASY WAY TO DESIGN, PERSONALIZE AND MANUFACTURE YOUR OWN GREETING CARD.

The College Store
Student Center 655-4310
Homecoming 1993
We came to
PARTY!!!

It was the last day of school in 1976
A time they'd never forget
(If only they could remember)

"I DON'T DO WEEKENDS."

"Because working part-time at UPS...
I don't have to. They have five-day
schedules that leave your weekends free. Work morning, noon, or night hours that
work around your class schedule. And
get paid holidays and vacations.

"That's plenty of time to study or
recharge. And I make plenty too... almost
$10,000 a year for working about 4 hours
a day. UPS knows students value time as
much as money. And I can get college
tuition reimbursement up to $2,000 per
semester on selected shifts.

"At UPS, most students work in Opera­tions and some in Accounting, Industrial
Engineering, Information Services and
Customer Service. So if you don't do
weekends, do contact UPS."

Shift Times:
Day: 11am or 12 noon
Twilight: 5pm
Midnight: 11pm
Preload: 3am or 4am

Contact your Career Placement Office
for on-campus interviews. We'll be
interviewing every Thursday from
September 9 through October 7 at the
Student Center from 11am-3pm and
on September 30, from 11am-8pm.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
**Connections Tavern**

503 Van Houten Ave.
Clifton, NJ
473-3127

**TUESDAY:**
Open Mic Jam I
Beat the Clock Draft Specials
25¢ Drafts 8:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
50¢ 9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
75¢ 10:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
$1.00 12:00 a.m. to closing

**WEDNESDAY:**
VIP Pool Night
VIP Cardholder Drink Special
AND Single Elimination Pool Play at 9:00 p.m.

**THURSDAY:**
Open Mic Jam II
Hosted by Frankie Mob
Beat the Clock Draft Specials
25¢ Drafts 8:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
50¢ 9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
75¢ 10:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
$1.00 12:00 a.m. to closing

**SATURDAY**
The Best Alternative Bands
in the Tri-State Area

**DIRECTIONS**
Rt. 3 E or W to Pasaic Avenue, make right onto Pasaic, go three lights, make left on Van Houten Ave.
Rt. 46 E to Van Houten Ave., make right off ramp then quick left at light down Van Houten about 2 miles on right.
Rt. 46 W to Van Houten Ave., make right down about 2 miles on right.
Rt. 80 E to Rt. 46 E
Rt. 80 W to Market St., Paterson, left past Pontiac Dealer, left at blinking light, follow road to right along cemetery to 46 W

**FRIDAY**
The Best Local Rock & Metal Bands in North Jersey

**FREE ADMISSION WITH MSC ID**
**TUESDAY & THURSDAY**
Babysitter

Bloomfield professional couple seeks live-in or out babysitter (preferably education major nonsmoker), preferably 5 business days weekly, for 7-year-old and 15-month twins. Call 201-893-0122 after 9 p.m.

Upper Montclair mom looking for sitter for toddler 10a-5p on weekdays. Saturdays 3p-6p. Flexible. Must have car. Call 746-9672

Experience part time sitter needed for 6 month old girl and 6 year old boy. Wed. & Thurs. 10a-12n in Montclair. No experience necessary. $300/wk. Call 746-4547

College student to do constructive activities with Montclair kids. Girl 5; Boy 9. Several afternoons 3:30-6:30. Flexible, some evenings. Fraser, car - must be dependable, sensitive (and fun) Call Elaine before 3 or late eve. 509-9665

Looking for student who enjoys children to care for 5 year old in our Upper Montclair home. Thursday 3:30 - 6:30, Saturday 9a.m. - 2 p.m. References required. Call 783-9908

Babysitter for 2 1/2 year old on Wednesdays 12:30p.m. - 3:30p.m. Must have a car & references. Please call 746-7858

Help Wanted

Country Club - waiters/waitresses, FT/PT, days, nights, weekends. Cedar Hill CC, Livingston. Call for appt. 10am - 12 noon. Part-time help outgoing person contact lens wearer preferred but not necessary. For eye doctors office. Good experience for some one interested in Healthcare Field. Call 239-8336

Breakaway Tours Inc. Now hiring campus reps to promote Spring Break vacations. Earn free trips plus highest commissions. Destinations include: CANCUN, BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, SOUTH-PADRE ISLAND, PANAMA CITY, DAYTONA, AND KEY WEST. Call 1-800-214-6867. Let's go Montclair State!

Earn cash, FREE trips, and Year Round Travel discounts through the east coasts leader of Sli Spring Break destinations. Contact EPICU-REAN TOURS$. Today! (800)231-4FUN.

Available

Having trouble with computer classes? I have 10 years experience as a business programmer/consultant. Call me for tutoring. Barb 783-0983

Expert typist available for resumes, term papers and miscellaneous work. Microsoft Word and Worksword capabilities. Reasonable fees. For inquiries, call Betsie Belborn at 746-9672

Attention

GREEKS! CLUBS! STUDENT GROUPS!

Raise as Much as You Want In One Week! $100...$600...$1500!

Market Applications for the hottest credit card ever. NEW GM MASTERCARD. Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE T-SHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY. Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

FRATS! SORORITIES! STUDENT GROUPS!

Raise as Much as You Want In One Week! $100...$600...$1500!

Market Applications for the hottest credit card ever. NEW GM MASTERCARD. Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE T-SHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY. Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

Auto

1984 Mitsubishi Tredia Turbo 4-dr sedan, 5spd. stick, single-owner, California origin, only 73 K miles, A/C, AM/FM cassette, power brakes and steering, with clutch, tires, battery, shocks replaced, excellent condition, $3500, 744-6099.

Check out the hottest credit card ever. Get your GREEKS! CLUBS! STUDENT GROUPS!

DON'T PANIC. YOU CAN STILL TAKE THE GRE.

Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Relax. With the new on-demand GRE® you could be taking the test as early as tomorrow. And since you choose the date, you can test at your best. You can even see your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days later, in plenty of time for most school deadlines. Call now for complete information and instant registration.

Educational Testing Service

Sylvan Technology Centers®
Part of the Sylvan Learning Center Network

1-800-GRE-A.S.A.P.

“THIS IS FILMMAKING AT ITS BEST.”

PATRICK BARKIN ASSOCIATED PRESS

“Glorious!! Unlike anything you've ever seen!!
A STRONG CANDIDATE FOR ONE OF THE YEAR’S BEST FILMS.”

JAMES BONG, SNEAK PREVIEW.COM

“MAGNIFICENT!!

EVERY FEW YEARS AN AMERICAN MOVIE COMES ALONG SO FULL OF LIFE, AND SO RICH IN HONEST EMOTION, THAT IT SWEEPS AWAY EVERYTHING IN ITS PATH.

ROB CAMPBELL, NEWHaven NEWS

“10+, Really A 13.

IT'S DESIGNED TO BE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST TALKED-ABOUT FILMS OF 1993 AND THE '94 OSCARS.

—GARY FRANKLIN, KCOP-TV”

THE JOY LUCK CLUB

A OLIVER STONE

BASSED UPON THE NOVEL

BY AMY TAN
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Ashley's
TUESDAY NIGHT COLLEGE NIGHT
10pm - 3am

SHOT SPECIALS ALL NIGHT LONG!
FULL DANCE FLOOR

SPONSORED BY THE SISTERS OF AIX

$1 Drafts
$2.50 house drinks
$2 cover for the men
MSC's own DJ CALLE SPINS YOUR FAVORITE DANCE
PARTY MUSIC MIX

DIRECTIONS FROM MSC: Clove Road to Rt. 46 East to Rt. 3 East (pass the Garden State Parkway South exit) to Bloomfield Ave. exit. Make right at traffic light and make your first right into the Styer Towne Shopping Center. Ashley's is directly behind the Rowe-Manse Emporium.

Clifton, NJ (201) 778-2253
The Psychology behind the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the emotional security of the Photocard. The Citibank Classic Visa card instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, “This is me, really me.” (As opposed to, “Who the heck is that?”—a common response to the photo on one’s driver’s license.) It’s an immediate form of ID, a boost to your self-image. Of course if your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it, you’ll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit Card Theft Nervosa). Other experts point to specific services, such as The Lost Wallet Service that can replace your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Customer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-related anxiety whatsoever. Further analysis reveals three services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank Classic Visa card, at no additional cost.

1. Buyers Security can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase (preventing, of course, Insecurity).

2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.

3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150 (hence no Post Purchase Depression). Special student savings are particularly therapeutic. There’s the free Citibank Calling Service from MCI to save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T (You’re encouraged to call Mom and Dad regularly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount on any domestic flight. (Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4% and no annual fee for college students. Suffice it to say, you’ll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don’t need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added to your Citibank Classic Visa card.

If we say that a sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound financial independence the third, don’t be crazy...Call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
IN APPRECIATION OF YOUR PATRONAGE

THE COLLEGE STORE

HAS REDUCED THE PRICE OF EVERY SWEATSHIRT TO REFLECT A 10 - 15% REDUCTION IN PRICE FROM LAST YEAR

Thank you!  Thank you!

Thank you!  Thank you!
The Drop-in Center, (an information, referral and peer counseling service) is staffed entirely by student volunteers. The caliber of service offered to the student body cannot be maintained without you. If you want to help people, learn more about yourself, and do something constructive with your time, this could be the toughest non-paying job you have ever loved. While the training is rigorous and the commitment level high, the experience will be carried throughout your life.

The Drop-In Center is a good place to grow for students of all majors. We will teach you the lost art of listening as you learn by doing.

In-service instruction will include: on-campus referrals, bus and rail routing, psychological referrals, health referrals, sexual health referrals, and publicity.

The following list of workshops will be offered to those who train and make staff during the semester in order to increase staff awareness on these issues.

1) Suicide Intervention
2) Sexual Assault
3) Feedback
4) Facilitating Loss and Grief
5) Human Sexuality
6) Campus Security
7) Alcohol and Substance Abuse
An open letter to President Irvin Reid

Dear President Irvin Reid,

We would like to take this opportunity to express our concern about your participation as a preliminary judge in the Miss America Pageant. While recognizing that the format of this pageant has changed in recent years, we nonetheless feel that its premise is antithetical to the dignity of women that we have worked to promote in our classes and through the activities of the Women's Center. Any contest that requires women to parade before a group of judges in bathing suit and evening attire reinforces and perpetuates the objectification of women in our society.

While we understand that your role as a preliminary judge was limited to interviewing the candidates on a wide range of social and intellectual issues, we question the wisdom of your assuming such a duty in a forum which asks women to conform to stereotypical concepts of female beauty.

In light of your past support of a variety of issues affecting women and Women's Studies, we fear that you have now sent the MSC community, and especially our students, a mixed and disturbing message about women's roles.

Sincerely yours,
The Women's Studies Advisory Board
The Women's Center

op-Ed/Thursday, September 23, 1993

Main Edition

Surely you

...Just another tough job for the Montclair prez!

Af

Yom-Ripoff

Friendly Fascism

by Stu Weisman

"President Clinton has asked the American people to make sacrifices to help ease the budget deficit and revitalize the economy. With everyone being asked to do their share, the question being asked is why should Israel be exempt?" (Mitchell Baird, former AIPAC staffer, No. California Jewish Bulletin, May 14).

"What has also not gone unnoticed is Israel's reluctance to even begin thinking about helping the Clinton administration cut [sic] its foreign aid budget, something the president desperately needs to do given the current domestic climate and new foreign policy challenges that have developed... Our relations with the U.S. cannot be a case of 'wham, bam, thanks, Sam,' if they are to be genuine and lastingly." (Hirsch Goodman, Editorial, Jerusalem Report, July 1).

Indeed, "Wham, Bam thanks, Sam," does describe the relationship between Israel and the U.S. But the question that Mitchell Bard and Hirsch Goodman suggest is being asked on Capitol Hill, must never have exceeded the level of a hushed whisper. On June 17, with 3/4's of the House, not to mention the President, V.P., most of the Washington press corps and the AFL-CIO deep in its pocket — and the Middle East peace movement asleep as usual — the Israel lobby conducted its annual raid on the taxpaying American public.

In what has come to be an increasingly secretive Capitol Hill ceremony, the House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved a $13 billion foreign aid bill (H.R. 2295). Although it shaved $800 million from last military assistance for Israel at its $3 billion level during the Capitol Hill ceremony, the House of Representatives, indeed, have to borrow the money from private banks that point Israel will invest in short term U.S. Treasury provided an additional billion plus dollars in off-budget CIO deep in its pocket — and the Middle East peace movement asleep as usual — the Israel lobby conducted its annual raid on the taxpaying American public.

Four years later, Obey and Leahy are still at the helm of their respective committees while the Rabin regime has produced "the most appalling human rights record in Israel's history." That's the description applied by the Middle East International's Haim Baram (July 23) before the bombardment of Lebanon. And what of Obey and Leahy? Not only have they made no objections to Israeli human rights violations, but with their assistance, Congress has continued to provide Israel with its annual "entitlement" plus a number of off-budget perks that last year pushed the total amount to $4.472 billion.

The current bill is written so as to disguise the actual total above $3 billion that Israel is scheduled to receive, but it is estimated to be an additional $1.2 billion. According to the Near East Report (June 7), Obey hailed the bill as "the restoration of an orderly process in authorization and appropriation." Presumably, he considered the Bush administration's unwillingness to totally prostrate itself in front of the Israel lobby to be disorderly conduct.

If it's not bipartisan politics that is destroying Washington's ability to make sound decisions, then it is the influence of special interest groups. To put the numbers in layman's terms, the money that the United States allocates to Egypt each and every year would have been enough to cover New Jersey's 1989 budget deficit that caused Florio to raise taxes up to 7%. Write letters to your elected politicians explaining your willingness to make sacrifices and their lack of ability to make sacrifices to interest groups that fund their campaigns. Capitalism would not be so bad if our public servants were not so corrupt!

Yom-Ripoff

Fascism

by Stu Weisman

"President Clinton has asked the American people to make sacrifices to help ease the budget deficit and revitalize the economy. With everyone being asked to do their share, the question being asked is why should Israel be exempt?" (Mitchell Baird, former AIPAC staffer, No. California Jewish Bulletin, May 14).

"What has also not gone unnoticed is Israel's reluctance to even begin thinking about helping the Clinton administration cut [sic] its foreign aid budget, something the president desperately needs to do given the current domestic climate and new foreign policy challenges that have developed... Our relations with the U.S. cannot be a case of 'wham, bam, thanks, Sam,' if they are to be genuine and lastingly." (Hirsch Goodman, Editorial, Jerusalem Report, July 1).

Indeed, "Wham, Bam thanks, Sam," does describe the relationship between Israel and the U.S. But the question that Mitchell Bard and Hirsch Goodman suggest is being asked on Capitol Hill, must never have exceeded the level of a hushed whisper. On June 17, with 3/4's of the House, not to mention the President, V.P., most of the Washington press corps and the AFL-CIO deep in its pocket — and the Middle East peace movement asleep as usual — the Israel lobby conducted its annual raid on the taxpaying American public.

In what has come to be an increasingly secretive Capitol Hill ceremony, the House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved a $13 billion foreign aid bill (H.R. 2295). Although it shaved $800 million from last year's total appropriation, it maintained economic and military assistance for Israel at its $3 billion level and provided an additional billion plus dollars in off-budget military and economic bonuses.

As in the past, the bill contained a provision which stipulated that Israel's $3 billion will be paid in cash by October 31 or within 30 days of the Senate's approval. At that point Israel will invest in short term U.S. Treasury notes to collect the interest. The government will, of course, have to borrow the money from private banks and add another chunk to the deficit.

The House did send a clear message to the Palestinians, however — by eliminating a $25 million appropriation for the West Bank and Gaza that had been approved in the 1992 legislation.

On February 12, 1989, the New York Times reported that Rep. David Obey (D-VT) and Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT), chairs of the Congressional panels that appropriate foreign aid, had issued statements warning that Israel's treatment of Palestinians in the occupied territories was unacceptable and could weaken Congressional support for aid to Israel.

The two, commenting on the annual State Department Human Rights report, said that Israel could not count on receiving their annual $3 billion appropriation if Israeli soldiers continued to shoot Palestinian demonstrators and if the Israeli government continued to deport and detain Palestinians without trial and blow up their houses.

"They will get their money this year, [1989]" said Leahy. "But they build up enormous resentment in the United States and in the future it will hurt them." Obey said that Israel was not the world's worst human rights violator but that the U.S. had a "higher visible responsibility" to investigate human rights practices because Israel received more foreign aid than any other country.

Four years later, Obey and Leahy are still at the helm of their respective committees while the Rabin regime has produced "the most appalling human rights record in Israel's history." That's the description applied by the Middle East International's Haim Baram (July 23) before the bombardment of Lebanon. And what of Obey and Leahy? Not only have they made no objections to Israeli human rights violations, but with their assistance, Congress has continued to provide Israel with its annual "entitlement" plus a number of off-budget perks that last year pushed the total amount to $4.472 billion.

The current bill is written so as to disguise the actual total above $3 billion that Israel is scheduled to receive, but it is estimated to be an additional $1.2 billion. According to the Near East Report (June 7), Obey hailed the bill as "the restoration of an orderly process in authorization and appropriation." Presumably, he considered the Bush administration's unwillingness to totally prostrate itself in front of the Israel lobby to be disorderly conduct.

If it's not bipartisan politics that is destroying Washington's ability to make sound decisions, then it is the influence of special interest groups. To put the numbers in layman's terms, the money that the United States allocates to Egypt each and every year would have been enough to cover New Jersey's 1989 budget deficit that caused Florio to raise taxes up to 7%. Write letters to your elected politicians explaining your willingness to make sacrifices and their lack of ability to make sacrifices to interest groups that fund their campaigns. Capitalism would not be so bad if our public servants were not so corrupt!

Surely you
We "R" ready for RU-486

From the Left
by Frank Fleischman III

Recently, a study done by the National Academy of Sciences reported that the Food and Drug Administration need not do any testing of the RE-486 abortion pill administered to women during their first trimester of pregnancy. The FDA did want to do numerous tests and set the incredibly distant date of Jan. 1997 for its approval.

Unfortunately, Dr. Helen H. Thomas, a cardiologist famous for her political rhetoric, has entered the arena of political debate through its controversial purpose of inducing abortion, it has been discovered that the pill seems to be effective in the treatment of breast cancer and certain tumors. Unfortunately, the pill has the stigma of the "abortion pill" and certain "profile" elements in this society have tried to silence any reasonable debate by invoking the "immorality" of abortion and by trying to argue that if the pill is approved, abortions will increase, or that these pills will be available as birth control.

At this particular time, the idea of RU 486 being used as a birth control doesn't seem plausible. In any case, a doctor will be required to prescribe the pill. That will cut down on the use of pills by teenagers or as birth control.

The Food and Drug Administration has always had a rigorous testing process for any new drug. However, there is already ample evidence that the drug is safe at least in the first trimester of pregnancy. According to the National Academy of Sciences, the pill has been used successfully in Europe. In France, Britain, and Sweden alone, 60,000 women have used the pill successfully in the first trimester. That fact doesn't even touch upon the pill's uses for cancer treatment. This kind of evidence should be reviewed by the FDA and the recommendation should be to by-pass unnecessary testing.

The only tests that the FDA should be conducting on the drug should be for dosages. That should not take until 1997. The Food and Drug Administration had better start listening to the evidence, and start the process in motion for approval. In this case, America can't wait for something that it needs.

Be sure to remember come November (Florio revisited)

Ponder This...
by Vinnie Stampone

Florio has taken drastic measures to ensure both on both fronts. His clean ocean views and tough on crime stances are major hurdles which he has cleared. Also important is what is being done for New Jersey residents. It is a well known fact that we have some of the best state colleges in the county. Florio has fought hard to keep these affordable to the average resident. He has also fought hard to protect vast expanses of forests and parks to preserve a beautiful New Jersey for generations to come.

So as we get closer to November 2, keep your mind clear and don't forget to vote. If you can't reach your polling place get an absentee ballot now. On election day think who will be the best candidate to lead New Jersey through the next four years? Think of the things that are important to your health, security stability and employment. Go with the candidate that truly cares for the residents of this state, not just the richest five percent.
WELCOME BACK COLLEGE PARTY NIGHT
starting WEDNESDAY SEPT. 22nd
Drink Specials
$1.00 BEER &
$3 PITCHERS til 10
GREAT GIVEWAY SUPRIZES
VALID COLLEGE I.D. CARD
& PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED NO ONE UNDER 21 ADMITTED
582 RIDGE RD. No. ARLINGTON (201) 991-9885

DIRECTIONS Take Rt. 3 East to the "Ridge Road" Exit, turn right at light onto Ridge Road, follow 1.5 miles. We're on left (across from Grand Union). 991-9885
Now taking applications for bartenders, bouncers, shot-girls and clean up crew.
Sunday,
October 10
1:00 p.m.

Parking opens 10:00 a.m.
Doors open 11:00 a.m.

Tickets on sale now at the
Student Center Box Office
(across from bookstore)

Cypress Hill
House of Pain
Funkdoobiest
The Whooliganz
Welcome, loyal readers, to yet another extra-special installment of PROPHET BIGG! I have many a tale to tell about my recent adventures in Manhattan. It's a three part story, but we're gonna take parts two and three first and part one will be in next week's installment. So, here we go...

Saturday, Sept. 25

**The Prophet takes Manhattan**

Welcome, loyal readers, to yet another extra-special installment of PROPHET BIGG! I have many a tale to tell about my recent adventures in Manhattan. It's a three part story, but we're gonna take parts two and three first and part one will be in next week's installment. So, here we go...

- Part 2. After finishing my lunch in part one, I rushed some twenty blocks to talk to Alex Winter (Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure, The Last Boy) about his new film Fraked. In addition to Winter, I was pleased to speak with the co-writer, co-director and co-producer of the film, Tom Stern.

Q: When did the two of you meet?

A: Alex Winter. We met at N.Y.U. Film School and we made a film together. Ten long years ago.

Q: Do you consider this film to be in the same vein as Evil Dead or Army of Darkness?

A: Tom Stern. We'd be honored if it did.

Q: That's sure! The first version of *Fraked* was more like Evil Dead. The end product is more of a comedy. Sam's (Raimi, director of Evil Dead I and II, Army of Darkness) movies are kinda weird, genre wise. But in terms of cult status, it would be great if *Fraked* found a following.

Q: Who is your target audience with this film?

A: We really didn't think about that genre wise. But in terms of cult status, it would be great if *Fraked* found a following.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. They shrink me and Keaun down and we go into the president's colon and give him a high colonic (laugh)."%

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Purely sexual (laugh). No. It's good, even after having him in a make up chair having individual strands of hair glued to his face for five hours everyday we are still talking. That was one of the most uncomfortable of all the makeup jobs that anyone had to go through.

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Uhh, yeah. Actually, we picked him and then asked which was the most uncomfortable.

Q: Is it true that you two have done some videos and which ones?

A: Don't feel ignorant. We did "Taste the Pain" by the Chili Peppers but the song was a flop so few have memory of seeing the video and an Ice Cube video.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. Bill and Ted's Fantastic Colonic Adventure (laugh). With Don Rickles as the president (laugh).

Q: What's next for you two?

A: I'm trying to sell a sequel to *American Werewolf in London*.

Q: One more question. Alex, you worked with Corey Feldman (on Lost Boys) when he was younger. When you see him now, don't you just want to slap him?

A: I haven't actually seen any of those guys since I made that film. All I can tell you is that when we made the movie he was a snot nosed 14 year-old who, along with the other snots kicked a bunch of dirt in my death scene and scratched my retina. I was, like, blind in my left eye for six weeks (laugh). If I ever see Corey Feldman again in person, I'll beat the crap out of him!

Q: How long did it take to shoot *Fraked*?

A: We did it in one weekend for twelve hundred dollars.

Q: What was the first thing you did together?

A: The first real project was a sequel of *Death*. That was a 60 minute college film, live action kinda cartoon. We tried to capture the energy of Fleishman and Warner Bros cartoons with a lot of silly gags. It was a lot of fun.

Q: How is your relationship with the new more visible Keaun Reeves?

A: Purely sexual (laugh). No. It's good, even after having him in a make up chair having individual strands of hair glued to his face for five hours everyday we are still talking. That was one of the most uncomfortable of all the makeup jobs that anyone had to go through.

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Uhh, yeah. Actually, we picked him and then asked which was the most uncomfortable.

Q: Is it true that you two have done some videos and which ones?

A: Don't feel ignorant. We did "Taste the Pain" by the Chili Peppers but the song was a flop so few have memory of seeing the video and an Ice Cube video.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. They shrink me and Keaun down and we go into the president's colon and give him a high colonic (laugh)."%

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Purely sexual (laugh). No. It's good, even after having him in a make up chair having individual strands of hair glued to his face for five hours everyday we are still talking. That was one of the most uncomfortable of all the makeup jobs that anyone had to go through.

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Uhh, yeah. Actually, we picked him and then asked which was the most uncomfortable.

Q: Is it true that you two have done some videos and which ones?

A: Don't feel ignorant. We did "Taste the Pain" by the Chili Peppers but the song was a flop so few have memory of seeing the video and an Ice Cube video.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. Bill and Ted's Fantastic Colonic Adventure (laugh). With Don Rickles as the president (laugh).

Q: What's next for you two?

A: I'm trying to sell a sequel to *American Werewolf in London*.

Q: One more question. Alex, you worked with Corey Feldman (on Lost Boys) when he was younger. When you see him now, don't you just want to slap him?

A: I haven't actually seen any of those guys since I made that film. All I can tell you is that when we made the movie he was a snot nosed 14 year-old who, along with the other snots kicked a bunch of dirt in my death scene and scratched my retina. I was, like, blind in my left eye for six weeks (laugh). If I ever see Corey Feldman again in person, I'll beat the crap out of him!

Q: How long did it take to shoot *Fraked*?

A: We did it in one weekend for twelve hundred dollars.

Q: What was the first thing you did together?

A: The first real project was a sequel of *Death*. That was a 60 minute college film, live action kinda cartoon. We tried to capture the energy of Fleishman and Warner Bros cartoons with a lot of silly gags. It was a lot of fun.

Q: How is your relationship with the new more visible Keaun Reeves?

A: Purely sexual (laugh). No. It's good, even after having him in a make up chair having individual strands of hair glued to his face for five hours everyday we are still talking. That was one of the most uncomfortable of all the makeup jobs that anyone had to go through.

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Uhh, yeah. Actually, we picked him and then asked which was the most uncomfortable.

Q: Is it true that you two have done some videos and which ones?

A: Don't feel ignorant. We did "Taste the Pain" by the Chili Peppers but the song was a flop so few have memory of seeing the video and an Ice Cube video.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. They shrink me and Keaun down and we go into the president's colon and give him a high colonic (laugh)."%

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Purely sexual (laugh). No. It's good, even after having him in a make up chair having individual strands of hair glued to his face for five hours everyday we are still talking. That was one of the most uncomfortable of all the makeup jobs that anyone had to go through.

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Uhh, yeah. Actually, we picked him and then asked which was the most uncomfortable.

Q: Is it true that you two have done some videos and which ones?

A: Don't feel ignorant. We did "Taste the Pain" by the Chili Peppers but the song was a flop so few have memory of seeing the video and an Ice Cube video.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. They shrink me and Keaun down and we go into the president's colon and give him a high colonic (laugh)."%

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Purely sexual (laugh). No. It's good, even after having him in a make up chair having individual strands of hair glued to his face for five hours everyday we are still talking. That was one of the most uncomfortable of all the makeup jobs that anyone had to go through.

Q: Is that why you picked him?

A: Uhh, yeah. Actually, we picked him and then asked which was the most uncomfortable.

Q: Is it true that you two have done some videos and which ones?

A: Don't feel ignorant. We did "Taste the Pain" by the Chili Peppers but the song was a flop so few have memory of seeing the video and an Ice Cube video.

Q: Any talk of Bill and Ted 3?

A: Yeah. They shrink me and Keaun down and we go into the president's colon and give him a high colonic (laugh)."%
PROPHET, from page 20

we noticed a lot of activity under the arch. We exited the cab and found out that a Coca-Cola commercial was being filmed there. While my companions were only slightly interested, my Prophet sense was tingling. I alone moved around the barrier 'til I found a better view and ended up standing behind a short, bald African-American who quickly spun around and asked if I was staying around for a while.

"Sure," said the Prophet.

"Do you have any experience as an extra?" asked the man.

"Sure," said the Prophet.

"Okay, well I need you right over here..."

And the man escorted me on to the "set" and told me where to stand and what to do. And there I stood doing what I was told. In between takes I was speaking to the lady I was standing next to who informed me that the commercial was being directed by none other than the renowned John Singleton (Boys in the Hood, Poetic Justice)! I kindly asked the woman to point him out and sure enough it was the short, bald man who had selected me. Very exciting. I walked over to him when shooting was done and thanked him for selecting me. And then, as I was talking to him about upcoming projects who should walk up but Gary Oldman (JFK, Bram Stoker's Dracula, True Romance)? After spending several minutes talking to them, Mr. Oldman had to leave and Mr. Singleton had to do some more work, so we parted ways.

It was a truly exciting day. But not as exciting as these Prophet notes. To Squid and Richard: thank you for taking the cab. To the cast of Glass Menagerie, Bueno! And a BIGG hello to Jane and the brand new Son of the Prophet, Jerry!

Contest for Cash!

The PROPHET wants a new logo! Can you design it? If you think you can, get to work!

The winner of the "Design the PROPHET BIGG Logo" will receive 5 buckaroos, smacks, dollars from the Prophet himself out of his very own pocket!

All entries should be 2.5 inches in height X 5 inches in length or proportional and should include the following words: PROPHET BIGG by Kevin Schwoebel

The rest is up to you!

If you need pictures of the PROPHET look in your old Montdarions or stop by the Montclarion and look at ours. The contest will run until 9/23.

No late entries will be accepted so get on it!

The Glass Menagerie

by Kelly Schab

Symbolism abounds in Tennessee Williams's "The Glass Menagerie" and to convey the message of the playwright, a competent acting company is needed.

Players, the organization performing Williams's eloquent play, does a fine job in telling the story of a dysfunctional family trying not to kill each other in St. Louis.

Tom (played by John Koeppl), the narrator of the story, is an adventure-starved young man who takes after his long-gone father. Amanda (Judith Leporati), is Tom's busy-body mother who lives the shadows of her social butterfly past and Laura (Jennifer Egan) is Tom's older sister, a painfully shy woman who suffers from a lack of gentleman callers.

As the performance I saw was a preview, there were a few kinks in the system that needed to be smoothed out, but I'm certain that they will be gone by the time this gets to print.

Koeppl conveys the restlessness of Tom very well: one almost itches to travel along with him.

Leporati is very charismatic and expressive as Amanda. She brings the busyness of the character to life.

The painful shyness of Laura is well represented by Egan who looks as diminutive as a mouse on stage.

Greg Amend as the gentleman caller is charming as he tries to give confidence to Laura.

The direction by Kathryn Cirrincione artfully captures the bitter-sweetness of the story with sensitiveness to the characters' unrealized dreams and brings a tear to the eyes of the viewer.

Due to a foul-up on the part of the Arts editor, last week's Couch Potato was not run in its entirety. Here's part two plus this week's with apologies to the Potato.

Does this mean that kids are going to do this all the time? Of course not. TV Guide recently had a crossfire on the benefits of children watching Batman and Bat-Head. One parent said that the two protagonists are bad examples, burn things, mutilate small animals, and promote sexist attitudes. This is what MTV does to young minds. Not nice things to be pouring into the heads of our future leaders.

Kids wrote back. Give us a break, they told the parents and do-gooders. B & B saturizes the supposed MTV generation. They are the antithesis of everything MTV is. Their world exists in sound bites and rock videos and babes and other things that don't suck." Huh huh huh huh. We agree with both Charles Barkley and Karl Malone. Both make valid points. But let me say one thing in closing; if parents and special interest groups and everyone else that has a beef about television and rock music and video games and Dungeons and Dragons put as much energy into raising their children as they do in trying to get Batman and Bat-Head off the air or suing Ozzy Osbourne for music lyrics, maybe half of the "problems" they're screaming about wouldn't exist.

See you next week.

Here's this week's Potato in its entirety.

It's been said that actors always go in threes. Last week, Numbers One and Two died- Raymond Burr and Herve Villechez. Raymond Burr is more well-known to most MSC student's parents as the all-star lawyer Perry Mason, which still airs in its original black and white format on WTBS. After Perry Mason, Burr also starred in another series (oddly enough, still in the law profession) in Ironside. Burr played a lawyer that was shot and crippled, but to the dismay of his assailant, he still lived, hence the name Ironside.

It wasn't until recently that Burr got back behind the desk as Perry Mason in a string of telefilms, and although he knew he had cancer, and he knew that his days were numbered, he always had the feeling that he might beat it. To prove just how stubborn he was, he signed a contract with NBC to make 12 more Perry Mason telefilms. Now, that's a guy with balls.

Herve Villechez, on the other hand, had perseverance to deal with his dwarfism, but it was not without its price. The dwarfism brought with it health problems, and he had to take a handful of medications to keep him running up to par. His only well-known role was Tattoo on the late 1970's to early 80's series Fantasy Island. Ricardo Montellan, long-time friend and co-star as Mr. Rourke on Film, was extremely upset at finding out about Villechez's death, and the circumstances that surrounded it.

He was tired of many things- lack of acting roles, not being taken seriously for roles, his illnesses that came with the dwarfism, and his girlfriend. Yes, he had a girlfriend, an attractive one at that. He didn't want her to end up taking care of him, and he thought she could do a lot better. All this was on a cassette tape that Villechez himself recorded... just before he committed suicide.

Death by natural causes is one thing, and it's always sad to read about an actor kicking off to the Great Beyond. However, this is the second time in ten years that a dwarf committed suicide. The first one was David Rappaport, star of CBS' The Wizard, which ran in the early 80's, as well as the movie Time Bandits. The show and the movie were moderately successful, and The Wizard had a decent run on television. However, he committed suicide for many of the same reasons as Villechez did.

It's a shame that both actors, who were extremely talented in my opinion, had to meet such tragic ends. However, in an industry dominated by sex and violence, talent takes a back seat to ratings. Villechez and Rappaport were not study Fabio look-alikes. However, I would lay down money that these two, while short in stature, could out-attract many of today's 'stars.'

Here's to all the little people who made big splashses in acting. You don't deserve the ridicule. You deserve respect.

See you next week.
HOME COMING

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Monday: MTV Lip Service 8-11 SC Ballroom

Tuesday: King & Queen Pageant 8:00 Ballrooms

Wednesday: Fall Fest 10-3
Comedy Show Bat 8:00

Thursday: Movie "Made in America" 7-9
p.m. SC Ballrooms

Friday: Bonfire 8:00
Float building 9-2

Saturday: Float building 7-9
Clean up 9-10
Fun Run 10:00
Line up 10-11:30
Parade 12:00

Sunday: Multipurpose Field, Cypress Hill,
House of Pain Concert
DROP-IN CENTER: Providing peer counseling for over 20 years

Montclair State's Drop-in Center, a peer counseling, information and referral service, sponsored by the Student Government Association, is now accepting applications for its fall training session. The application deadline is September 24. Students who are interested in volunteering their time to provide assistance to the campus community can "drop in" and apply. The Drop-in Center is the rustic cottage located between the Student Center and Richardson Hall.

The training will begin with full day session on Sunday, September 26 from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. This extensive training is presented by professionals in the counseling field. The experimental and participatory training entails learning effective listening, peer counseling and crisis intervention skills.

The Drop-In Center has been providing the student so Montclair State with valuable information, referrals and confidential peer counseling for over 20 years. The Drop-In Center is staffed by student volunteers. The volunteer peer counselors make the required 12 hour a week commitment without receiving any academic credit or money. The director of the Drop-In Center said, "volunteering is an extremely valuable and rewarding experience in itself. Staff members enhance their future career development through the ongoing training which entails state-of-the-arts workshops throughout the semester on critical issues such as health, grief and loss, sexual identity, substance abuse, suicide, sexual assault and eating disorders. Training to be a peer counselor enhances listening skills essential in all aspects of daily life."

The door of the Drop-In Center are always open to students who need to talk with someone. Students can also call 655-5271 for peer counseling, information or referrals. The Drop-In Center stocks a wealth of information. The pamphlets offered are helpful for expanding personal knowledge as well as for papers and presentation. The Drop-In Center also provides bus schedules, maps and directions. The Drop-In Center posts all campus happenings and special events. According to the staff, the goal of the Drop-In Centers is to be of assistance in any situation. This may not always be possible, so if they can't help, they know someone who can.

JOIN THE MONTCLARION
655-5169

PRINCIPLES OF SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't afford to save for retirement? The truth is, you can't afford not to. Not when you realize that your retirement can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want to live at least as comfortably then as you do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take advantage of tax-deferral and give your money time to compound and grow. Consider this: set aside just $100 each month beginning at age 30 and you can accumulate over $172,109 by the time you reach age 65. But wait ten years and you'll have to budget $219 each month to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF to help you build the future you deserve—with flexible retirement and tax-deferred annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal service that spans 75 years.

Over a million people in education and research put TIAA-CREF at the top of their list for retirement planning. Why not join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is to build a secure tomorrow when you have time and TIAA-CREF working on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

TIAA CREF
75 years of ensuring the future for those who shape it.

*Assuming an interest rate of 7.00% credited to TIAA Retirement Annuities. This rate is used solely to show the power and effect of compounding. Lower or higher rates would produce very different results. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services.
Congratulations to the new SGA Legislators and Cabinet Members

New Legislators

Abdrabbo, Imad
Andrade, Carmen
Ardire, Melissa
Batraki, Sam
Besteri, Janet
Buendia, Steve
Cavallaro, Serafina
Chib, Ritu
Ciappina, Paola
Colacurcio, Nancy
Contino, Kimberly
Corrigan, Gail
Crifasi, Michelle
Crudele, Michael
Curtis, Neshia
Cypress, Bryanne
Dell’Orso, Cynthia
De Novi, Kristen
Dexy, Garry
Fisher, Amy
Gallagher, Scott
Gopal, Bhairavi
Grochowski, Kristin
Guevara, Dennysse R.
Hannigan, Greysen
Hoffmann, Laurie
Kabasakalain, Jessica Ann
Kazella, Peter
Komar, Pamela
Laratta, Robert M.
Letts, Tanna
Madrid, Diana
McCaffery, Tara
McPherson, Cheryl Lynn
Meyar, Candice
Montalto, Daniela
Moore, Kathryn
Murray, Jennifer
Noa, Onix
Ortiz, Emily
Pappagallo, Gina
Panico, Michael
Pankiewicz, Gary
Pearson, Damon
Perepletchikov, Yan

Peters, Jeremy
Pisaraczyk, Ted
Potter, Patricia
Rennie, Richard
Roessner, Michael
Roque, Susana
Rossotti, Michael
Shapiro, Lauren E.
Smith, Kindra
Stetward, Tijana
Taliaferro, Nicole
Tressa, Daniel
Tuthill, Elizabeth
Van Der Skuy, Keri
Zeitz, Carl

Board of Trustees
Anderton, Sal

B.O.T Alternate
Costa, Mike

Cabinet Members

April Steinhart
Steve Khanaf
Sheila White
Patricia Dougherty
Richard Lato
Vivian Rodriguez
Frances Bauder
Ross Peterson
Sean Murray
Gary Pankiewicz

Attorney General

Director of Programming
Director of External Affairs
Director of Residence Life
Director of Welfare and Internal Affairs
Director of Academic Affairs
Director of Greek Life
Director of Services
Director of Public Relations
President Pro-temp

Love and Rockets
The SGA E-Board
Feel the Hysteria
Free for life.

(Offer expires only when you do.)

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful. Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever. It's also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's all part of The i Plan.™

To apply, come by our booth on campus or call 1 800 438-8627.
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

MISTER BOFFO by Joe Martin

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes

Calvin and Hobbes

off the mark by Mark Parisi

CULTURAL IDIOT QUIZ by Rich Dahan and Dan Veidler

CULTURAL IDIOT QUIZ ANSWERS

PRE-NINTENDO, COIN-OP VIDEOGAME JAMBOREE

SIMPLE LEVEL: Name the video games described.

1. Orange biped with trunk jumps around on a pyramid
2. Insane man scales building and evades dropped flowerpots
3. Yellow circle devours dots and runs from multi-colored ghosts
4. Squat Italian tries to rescue damsel from barrel-throwing ape
5. Energetic amphibian attempts to safely cross street
6. Nondescript diamond-shaped thing shoots at advancing multi-legged arthropod
7. Juvenile gorilla tries to rescue his imprisoned Papa
8. Space jet strafes elaborate floating space platform

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL:

Match these character descriptions with the game in which they appeared.

1. Flying ostriches
2. Gun-toting archeologist
3. Mouse in security guard uniform
4. Clown with ball
5. Pig with bows and arrows in a hot air balloon
6. Light cycles
7. A walking fried egg
8. Bear with a wizard's cap

CULTURAL IDIOT LEVEL: Answer these videogame trivia questions.

1. What was the first videogame to incorporate laser disc technology?
2. What year did Robotron take place?
3. Name the two enemy creatures in Dig Dug and describe their appearance.
4. The game Donkey Kong had a sequel. Name it.
5. What type of graphics do games like Tempest and Star Wars use?
Your Real Horoscope

by Ruby Wyner—A.A.B. Certified Astrologer

Aries: (Mar. 21—Apr. 19) Be frank in your relationships, because Frank is a great guy, and you’re a weasel-faced jerk.

Taurus: (Apr. 20—May 20) You quit your dentistry job to become a poet, but find that all you can write are limericks about flossing and ugly tartar.

Gemini: (May 21—June 21) A game of musical chairs will turn tragic when a poor loser shatters the “Pop Goes the Weasel” record, and shoves a large shard into your spine.

Cancer: (June 22—July 22) Don’t underestimate the power of a good cry in its ability to make you look like a sissy.

Leo: (July 23—Aug. 22) The stars are kind to you this week. They will make you delicious cocktails and rub your sore shoulder.

Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22) When a group of young punks calls you “Egghead,” display your maturity by ignoring them. They set you on fire anyway.

Libra: (Sept. 23—Oct. 23) If your romantic life needs picking up, perhaps you should stop raving about kiddie porn.

Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21) As you go down that long, winding, rocky road that is life, go to the bathroom as much as humanly possible.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22—Dec. 21) You’ll make a disparaging remark about hair care in the wrong bar, and Vidal Sassoon will break your nose.

Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19) While attempting to sample Grandma’s stew, she’ll hit you on the back, causing the ladle to lodge in your larynx.

Aquarius: (Jan. 20—Feb. 18) All the fame and fortune you desire will be yours if you can overcome your fear of Muppets.

Pisces: (Feb. 19—Mar. 20) The stars say you’ll learn the true meaning of friendship when a clown kicks you in the stomach, causing you to pee blood.

© 1993 Onion Features Syndicate

ACROSS
1 Louver
5 Adds liquor to
10 Doorway part
14 Flooring for
15 Likeness
16 S-shaped
17 Mr. Shanti
18 Burn a little
19 Stringed
20 Licenses
22 Most
24 Makes indignant
25 Merriment
26 Mount —
29 Unsullied
33 Pertaining to
34 Lean
35 Uncle —
36 Groovy
37 Nasal speech
38 "I cannot
39 Work in verse
40 Alcohol
41 Kitchen item
42 Be like
44 Heavy beer
45 Move on wheels
46 Sod
47 Safe place
48 Holy one
49 Work in verse
50 Recites
51 Tima tor lunch
52 An element
53 Hardens
54 Surmounting
55 Defile
58 After-bath
59 Young horse
60 Kind of orange
61 Duck-like bird
62 Tool for
63 Longed
64 River in
65 Lend an ear
66 New York team
67 Unicorns
68 South American
69 After-bath
70 Kind of timer
71 Ait
72 Artless
73 Black
74 Hint of color
75 Time for lunch
76 "Do — say,
77 Writer Fleming
78 Classify
79 Explodes
80 Hardens
81 "I wouldn’t laugh, Jack.... I know things about you.”

DOWN
1 11 3 11 4
2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39 40 41
42 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61
62 63 64 65 66
67 68 69 70 71
72 73 74 75 76
77 78 79 80 81
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"I wouldn’t laugh, Jack.... I know things about you.”
Red Hawks diffuse No. 3 Blue Bombers, 29-0

MSC shuts out Ithaca for second straight win over nationally ranked teams

by Brian Faltzaran

If defense wins championships and offense wins games, then what does special teams do?

While the defense kept the Blue Bombers down and the offense put up points, Scott Rubinetti and Daryl Pellegrino made the difference as the Red Hawks exploded for a 29-0 victory over No. 3 Ithaca, which came in a 19 point favorite.

After last week's victory over No. 21 Cortland State, no one should be shocked by MSC's (2-0) win over a nationally ranked team, even the Blue Bombers, whose loss to MSC was only its second in their nine meetings (MSC last won in 1966.)

"Obviously we're happy with it; anytime you could beat a quality team it's a great win," special teams coach Rich O'Connor said. "I think other people

An overcast day was the setting for a battle which was as exciting as advertised. Things started off inauspiciously for both sides.

The Blue Bombers went three and out on their first two possessions, gaining five net yards in the process, while the Red Hawks were also forced to punt twice.

What occurred next changed the entire complexion of the game and set the tone for things to come.

After Pellegrino's second punt pinned Ithaca on their own 20 yard line, the Blue Bombers began their drive. Running back Todd Kornick carried for eight yards and caught a pass from quarterback Ron Smith for a gain of nine to put Ithaca at its own 37 yard line.

Smith carried for a yard and then MSC altered the game's course. On a second and nine from the 38 yard line, Smith dropped back to pass and was sacked by defensive end Tom Sellers. As Sellers hit Smith, the ball squinted loose and Jeff Bargiel pounced on it to give MSC the ball on the Blue Bombers' 25 yard line.

MSC quarterback Darren Volker (9-22, 115 yards) took matters into his hands on the ensuing series.

"We go into the game every week trying to win the kicking game," said Giancola of his senior punter and Rubinetti, who tied a school record with three field goals. "They did an excellent job."

O'Connor said, "Having two kickers on each team means that a lot of people didn't give us a chance to win the game." In last week's loss to No. 15 Lycoming in their last game, 21-20.

Onlookers are now aware that MSC can beat any one team at any time; especially one ranked as high as Ithaca (1-1).

An overcast day was the setting for a battle which was as exciting as advertised. Things started off inauspiciously for both sides.

The Blue Bombers went three and out on their first two possessions, gaining five net yards in the process, while the Red Hawks were also forced to punt twice.

What occurred next changed the entire complexion of the game and set the tone for things to come.

On second and 10, Volker looked to pass. With his receiversblanketed by Ithaca defenders, Volker sprung loose like a leaky pipe. He proceeded to turn a near-sack and three near-tackles into a chin-dropping 24-yard scramble to the Ithaca one yard line.

Running back Jerry Martress (21 carries, 105 yards) dove in from the one to give MSC a 7-0 lead with 4:10 left in the first quarter.

Following an unsuccessful drive by Ithaca which resulted in an Ed Mahoney punt (7 punts, 37.9 yard average), MSC got the ball on its own 24 yard line.

Volker then completed a nine-yard pass to Tyrone Rolls and Neil Ruiz (15 carries, 69 yards) broke free on a 31-yard run to the Ithaca 36 yard line. Volker threw incomplete passes on the next three plays, giving Pellegrino yet another opportunity.

Despite getting off what seemed to be only a 30-yard punt, Pellegrino left Ithaca on its own six yard line. Against a defense as stingy as MSC's, which allowed only 222 total yards, many of which were meaningless, Ithaca was in no man's land. Pellegrino did this routinely.

"Obviously we're happy with it; anytime you could beat a quality team it's a great win," special teams coach Rich O'Connor said. "I think other people..."
by Keith A. Idee

Consider this an early mid-term week for the MSC men's soccer team.

Games seven, eight and nine of a 19-game regular season schedule will be played from tonight through Wednesday and MSC head coach Rob Chesney believes that this is a big test for his team.

On Saturday night, the Red Hawks (4-1-1) will visit Rowan College to participate in an NJAC battle of nationally ranked teams.

The Profs, No. 12 in Division III, will provide MSC (No. 18) with all they can handle. "They present a huge challenge for us," said Chesney. "We don't look past any of our games, but we are prepared for Saturday."

Chesney's team will have to take on Rowan without two of its top five players due to injuries. Sophomores Melkin Noriega (back) and Alex Zapata (midfielder) will miss the entire week of action and possibly more.

"We have to play through these injuries," said Chesney. "I'm hoping that we'll have the two guys back in 7-10 days."

The Red Hawks have done an admirable job thus far playing through the injuries.

Last Wednesday night, MSC fought No. 5 and defending national champion Kean College to a 1-1 tie at Sprague Field.

Kean started the scoring on Charlie Ciollino's corner kick in the first half. After trailing 1-0 for most of the game, "I think at that point in the season that both teams were happy with a tie. We had some injuries and they'd been playing on the road (four straight), so a tie keeps both sides content," Chesney said.

In addition to the injured players, MSC played the Kean game without starting back Hugo Munoz. The senior was serving a one-game suspension for being ejected from a Sept. 11 loss to Bates College in the final of the Blue Jay Classic tournament.

After the Kean tie, the Red Hawks shut out Jersey City State College, 12-0 on Friday night at Sprague Field. "Jersey City's a young team and we jumped on them early. The game was a good opportunity for us to see what some of our younger players are capable of," said Chesney, who is 33-10-1 in his two-plus seasons at MSC.

REDHAWK NOTES....

After its strong showing last week, MSC jumped from No. 25 to No. 18 in the Division III national poll.... Erik Neubart leads the team in goals scored (11), points (24) and game-winning goals (4).... In its six games MSC has outscored opponents 31-5... Starting goalkeeper Mark Williams has given up only five goals in 386 minutes on the field (1.17 per game).... Jaramillo and All-American back Dom Bucci are tied for the team lead in assists with six apiece.... This week's opponents also include Eastern Connecticut (tonight) and Rutgers Camden (Wednesday.)

---

In the Bleachers...

The skilled pit crew changes the shoes, pumps liquids and in less than 18 seconds pushes the runner back onto the track.

---

MSC Sports Schedule

Thursday, September 23:
Men's soccer (home) vs. Eastern Connecticut University, 7 p.m.

Friday, September 24:
Cross country (away) in the Monmouth College Invitational at Holmdel Park, TBA

Saturday, September 25:
Field Hockey (away) vs. William Paterson College, 1 p.m.
Men's soccer (away) vs. Rowan College, 7:30 p.m.
Volleyball (away) vs. Manhattanville College, 1 p.m.
Women's soccer (home) vs. Kings College, 1 p.m.
Women's tennis (away) vs. Ramapo College, 11 a.m.

Monday, September 27:
Women's tennis (away) vs. Hunter College, 3:30 p.m.

Tuesday, September 28:
Field hockey (home) vs. Trenton State College, 8 p.m.
Volleyball (home) vs. Stockton State College, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, September 29:
Men's soccer (away) vs. Rutgers Camden, 3:30 p.m.

Thursday, September 30:
Volleyball (away) vs. Bloomfield College, 7 p.m.
Women's soccer (home) vs. East Stroudsburg University, 8 p.m.

*All home field hockey, football, men's soccer and women's soccer games are played at Sprague Field.
*All home volleyball games are played at Panzer Gymnasium.
*All home women's tennis contests are played at the Red Hawk Courts.
Volleyball hits stride with two wins to move to 5-3

by Nicole Festa

As we move through the school year, things become more and more dependable. One thing that can be depended upon is the consistency of the MSC women's volleyball team.

This was thought to be a transitional season for the Red Hawks, who are coming off of a 3-25 season in 1992. With only five returning starters, things could have gotten troublesome. But MSC head coach Anita Kubicka said, "The 1993 Red Hawk volleyball team has all the ingredients necessary to be a winner."

After losing two matches in a row, the Red Hawks have bounced back to win two of their last three to boost their record to 5-3, moving them past 1992's win total. Their most recent effort was a 15-7, 15-4, 15-12 win over Stevens Tech this past Saturday.

In previous action, MSC hung tough, but dropped a 12-15, 15-13, 15-12, 11-15, 5-15 decision to Western Connecticut this past Thursday, despite being up two sets to one.

Prior to that, MSC swept Delaware Valley, 15-7, 15-12, 15-12. Sophomore Angelique Irizarry and junior Yocasta Garcia sparked the effort. Garcia, who is fifth in the NJAC with 4.7 assists per game, was outstanding with 16 assists.

At this point, there is no doubt that Anneliese Fejan is one of the NJAC's premier players. Fejan is in the NJAC top ten in four categories: hitting efficiency (first, .381), kills (fourth, 2.6), aces (first, 1.5) and digs (sixth, 1.0). Other major contributors have been Garcia, Jill Janish, and Krista Gastelu.
A VIEW FROM THE PRESSBOX

By Keith A. Idee

Once so close, now so far away: Yanks need a minor miracle

The Yankees haven’t been in a pennant race since 1986, when they finished second to the Boston Red Sox. So it’s taken the organization and its fans nearly seven years to realize just how heart-breaking the experience can be.

Expressions of desperation were the norm for the Bombers this past week as New York slipped further and further behind the suddenly-revived Toronto Blue Jays. If the Yankees were fortunate enough to sweep this weekend’s three-game set in Toronto, they’ll still be constant scoreboard watchers.

Actually, the Yankees have been constant scoreboard watchers for nearly the past four months. Their problem has been that they’ve never been in the driver’s seat. And they’ve had their opportunities. Boy, have they had their opportunities.

If the Yankees get an opportunity to take over first place within the next 10 days, there’s obviously no guarantee that they’ll take advantage of it.

In fact, they probably won’t. But fans will at least want the chance to have their hearts broken just one last time this season.

The key (pardon the pun) for the Yankees down the stretch, besides help from other teams, is to have four starting pitchers to turn in the types of performances that Jimmy Key has all season. Easier said than done.

Yet, if the starting pitchers can get the Yankees into the seventh inning with a chance to win a game, it would be a huge improvement.

Jim Abbot, Sterling Hitchcock and Mark Hutton have been well below average over the past two weeks. Scott Kamieniecki, who was brilliant for about two months, has had problems with a hamstring injury and struggled of late.

So, who can the Yankees count on for quality outings when they need them most? One can never be certain, but it looks as if Key and newly-acquired Frank Tanana will be the only symbols of consistency.

However, if the bats of Don Mattingly and Danny Tartabull heat up, the Yankees may need less help from their starting pitching than they think.

The next ten days are what the soon-to-be-abolished two-division formats are all about. Fans can’t ask for much more than to have their teams alive going into the season’s last week.

As thoughts of the post-season dance through the minds of Yankee fans, they shouldn’t get their hopes up too high. Because as intriguing as baseball in the Bronx past the first week of October is, it’s probably going to have to wait.

The 15th Annual Pride Bowl

FDU-Madison vs. Montclair State
Saturday, October 2, 1993 7 p.m.
at Sprague Field

Tickets (donations): $5.00-MSC students & faculty before game day;
$10.00-other
ROMP!